This month's 52 games as closely as I followed the 1994 Winter Olympic Games, but I thought I was able to detect a few highlights fairly well.

I bet that there were many others like you who were not great followers of soccer, but decided to look at soccer games to see what all the hype and novelty was about. No other athletic event is numerous for causing vast thousands of miles away. Such incidents did happen, but security crews at the venues did an excellent job, as fences of barriers and violence near the games never materialized.

Even without that of uneccesary intensity I gained a greater understanding and appreciation of soccer through watching many games. Although the games have concluded, they have motivated me to buy myself a soccer ball. Every so often I go to the park and play. The rules and the sheer nature of the game make soccer a unique sport. Continuous play, 45 minutes at a time without time-outs, sometimes are difficult times. But the game was for survival. At the World Cup, only two substitutions are allowed in an entire game, so coaches must carefully choose their starting lineups. The players make magic with their feet as creativity is rewarded by the ball finding the net. Furthermore, the decisions are sometimes controversial, as only one person, the referee, knows exactly how much time is left to play. That one person also has strong control over the behavior of many of the players. All of these things, and more, make a soccer game quite interesting.

The fascinating game of soccer

I was not able to follow all of the participants. This event is possibly one of the biggest gatherings of national heroes. However, players who are often considered as immortals in their country were virtually unknown to most of the American spectators. Just who were those guys — Romario, Baggio, Caps (and many others)? I guess people like me got to know them better and their style or their ability were defined by their international games.

I highly praise the coverage given to all of the games by the televisions networks ABC, ESPN, and Univision. The first few games of free-tv television won a little bit of getting used to for me, and also for the crowd that liked to take trips to the bathroom or refrigerator during commercials. I had trouble keeping an attention span to watch consistently for more than 45 minutes at a time, but then later, the time seemed to pass quickly, as every moment was filled with suspense and anticipation.

The commercials that I missed all would have happened the same way.

The success was a welcome departure from events such as basketball games, where the last five minutes of play often seem to stretch to five hours. For people who.desierto commercials, this type of one presentation was like a dream, with the coverage was a welcome vision networks ABC, ESPN, and household entertainment. The presentation was like a dream, with the coverage was a welcome vision networks ABC, ESPN, and Univision.

The sponsors still had a chance to be seen. We have left their messages in the corner, etc.

For those who watched Univision, the Spanish-language channel, I would like to focus on a few aspects of the World Cup. The World Cup is among the world's most popular sporting events. Every four years, people from all over the world gather to see the best teams play. The games are broadcast on television networks, ABC, ESPN, and Univision. The games are broadcast on television networks, ABC, ESPN, and Univision.
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